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ABSTRACT

In order to restore lost function or to aid the regenerative capacity in the brain after traumatic
brain injury (TBI) or neural degenerative disease, micro-tissue engineered neural networks (microTENNs) are a possible replacement to existing, less effective methods. Micro-TENNs consist of a bundle
of neurons grown cylindrically in vitro to mimic axonal tracts in the brain so they can later be
transplanted into patients. The Computational Biomechanics Group at Penn State University has begun
the process of creating computational models of these micro-TENNs to gather data on how micro-TENNs
will transmit neuron signals once implanted. By identifying key geometric characteristics of the living
micro-TENNs, statistical metrics summarize the morphology. MATLAB programs can identify the same
statistical metrics in the computational model and can compare them to the experimental data.
Understanding how these metrics vary between experimental data and the model can aid in describing the
accuracy and usability of the computational model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The human brain passes information over long distances by way of tracts of axons. Most axonal
tracts form pathways that run from the outer portion of the brain through the white matter down to the
brainstem and spinal cords. Relying on the fact that axons that control similar function are bundled
together, this structure is advantageous in moving messages quickly from cell to cell in the brain and
brain through the body. However, disease related to neural degeneration and traumatic brain injury can
disrupt these pathways impeding the transfer of information [1]. Conditions in the brain do not promote
the natural regeneration of these long axons in part due to the distance cells would have to grow without
directional guidance [2]. Ultimately, the inability to replace these pathways leads to permanent impaired
brain function. Currently, there are a two main approaches to replace the tracts all together or induce
regrowth of the axonal pathways. One method relies on the replacement of damaged cells with stem cells
[3]. While there are benefits to this approach, this method cannot create the anatomical structure of the
tracts. The other method involves promoting axonal growth over distances using scaffolds made of
biomaterials [4]. While this method allows for initial directional growth, it cannot address the
degeneration of the neurons themselves.
To address the issue of growing axons that function properly and provide the proper structure,
researchers in the neurosurgery and bioengineering departments at the University of Pennsylvania have
begun growing full axonal tracts of neurons in tubular hydrogels that contain interior extracellular matrix
to support the growth of the neurons. These micro-Tissue Engineered Neural Networks, commonly
referred to as micro-TENNs, offer the ability to create structure during in vitro growth of neurons before
they are transplanted into the patient. Seen in Figure 1, micro-TENNs can recreate the electrical
pathways that run through the white matter. This method is advantageous over the current alternatives
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because it addresses both the issue of replacing degenerative neurons and creating the structure necessary
for brain function. With promising results for integration into the brain and long survival rates, microTENNs could offer a more effective solution to central nervous system repair. [5]

Figure 1. Micro-TENNs create structural support for axonal bundles to extend across long distances while
maintaining proper electrical properties for transmission [5]

The process of physically fabricating micro-TENNs begins with the preparation of a cylindrical
hydrogel in capillary tubes and inserting the extracellular matrix that will encourage growth. Current
studies have been limited to two-centimeter-long cylindrical tubes with an outer diameter of 500 to
990 μm. Seed cells, the initial stem cells from which the axon bundles will grow, are injected at one or
both ends of the hydrogel [5]. A summary of the creation process of micro-TENNs is shown in

Figure 2. As the cells develop and multiply, axons extend towards the opposite end of the microTENNs. If cells are only placed at one end, the micro-TENN is known as unidirectional because there is
only one direction the cells will grow, and, similarly, if there are seed cells injected on both ends, it is
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known as bidirectional. While the number of cells in a hydrogel will affect growth rate of the axons,
whether or not the micro-TENN is unidirectional or bidirectional will also affect the rate and morphology
of the axons. For consistency, the micro-TENNs analyzed in this report are all bidirectional.

Figure 2. Summary of the fabrication of Micro-TENNs [5]

As the neurons grow through the hydrogels in nutrient rich environments, they take on complex
morphologies. Due to the nature of signal transmission through neurons, these complex morphologies
have an effect how the signals are processed, the geometry of the synaptic connections between neurons
and, ultimately, the network connectivity. Thus, understanding the electro-physical characteristics and
properties of the neurons within the micro-TENNs will give a more comprehensive understanding of the
effectiveness of their physiological implementation. As with most living bodies, the morphologies of the
neurons are affected by the environment that the cells are exposed to while in the development stage. To
limit the amount of physical experimentation that must be done to understand the development and
effectiveness of the micro-TENNs, computational models can provide insight into the effect of changing
parameters. In order to better comprehend the electrical and structural properties of the micro-TENNs,
the Computational Biomechanics Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State University has begun creating
computational models of the neuron development inside of the micro-TENNs. The modeling and
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characterization discussed in this thesis is primarily focused around the physical growth rate and
morphology of the neuron bundles. However, the use and implementation of these models are contingent
on the verification and validation of their ability to match experimental data from the living cells. This
report will focus on validation methods for the computational models and their application thus far to the
experimental data provided to the Computational Biomechanics Laboratory by the University of
Pennsylvania.
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Chapter 2
Validation Motivation and Methods
One of the most critical steps in any research or development project is verification and
validation. For computational models, this step is a necessity because they often take the place of initial
trials and experimentation. While it is easy to eagerly begin applications of new models, it is necessary to
understand the scope in which that model can be accurately applied. A researcher must be able to
explicitly convince his or her peers that the governing equations have been properly implemented in the
model, that the model is an accurate representation of the principle that it claims to model, and provide
them with the uncertainty and error that is associated with the predictions that can be made using the
model [6]. If these goals are accomplished using verification and validation, the model is more likely to
be accepted by peers and publications and is more likely to be utilized to a greater degree.
Unfortunately, verification and validation are not an exact science, and the processes have a great
deal of variation from experiment to experiment. There are no express steps for verifying and validating
computational models [7]. This is especially true when it comes to the complexities of small, body
systems. Some have even said that it is impossible to truly validate a model when applied to natural
systems such as biomechanics [8]. Yet, it can be simplified to seven broad procedures and a universal
flow that should be followed to ensure that the proper measures have been taken to assess accuracy and
usability [9]. An overview of the general process laid out by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) and used as a guideline for the micro-TENN modeling is represented in Figure 3.
Generally, planning for verification and validation should occur at the start of the research projects so that
efforts can be focused on producing practical results. Then, as prototyping and begins, a validation plan is
developed simultaneously. According to best practices, the experimental designer, the model creator, and
the analyst should work in conjunction with one another to produce the best results [6]. For the validation
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of the computational model of the micro-TENNs that are discussed in this report, the experimental data
was collected at the University of Pennsylvania and both the computational model and the validation took
place at Penn State University. Analysis of the model and its creation occurred in tandem.

Figure 3. Overview of the Verification and Validation as laid out by ASME [7]

After the model is created verification and validation each occur in two fold. These steps differ in
that verification is “the process of determining that a model implementation accurately represents the
conceptual description and solution to the model” [10], while validation is “a process by which
computational predictions are compared to experimental data in an effort to assess the modeling error”
[10]. The first phase of verification should be code verification which is simply confirming that the code
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properly implements the mathematic algorithms and that there are no errors in the logic. The second is
verification of discretization error that arises from making approximations. Verification of the
applications and operations of code is outside the scope of this thesis, and the rest of the report will focus
on the specific validation method that has been used and implemented thus far. The validation discussed
in this report for this model is limited to the structure, more specifically the morphology, of the axon
bundles, and consists of comparing the data produced by the computational simulation run at high and
low branching probability to experimental data collected in a laboratory. One important distinction to
make is the difference between model calibration and model validation. Model calibration is involves
using material properties and parameters for the simulation from reference data or experimental data [9].
For example, reference data for the growth rate of axons where used in fine-tuning the model. However,
the same data that is used to calibrate cannot be used to validate. Thus, the reference data that was utilized
was not included in the validation process.
The validation for this experiment requires the data to be characterized by metrics that could be
applied to both the experimental and computation data. The metrics that are used to define an individual
axonal bundle are length, curvature, orientation, diameter, and branching over unit length, and the metrics
used to characterize the micro-TENN as a whole are branching frequency and density. The definition of
each of the characteristics along with the relevant mathematical equations can be found in Chapter 3. Not
all of these characteristics can be measure with the current data and models given; however, the
MATLAB script in Appendix A can be used to define them all.
After validation, testing for robustness and sensitivity will take place. Then the model can be
further refined or altered to meet the needs of the experiment. Finally, for the suitable execution of
verification and validation, documentation of the entire process and model is necessity as in any
experiment.
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Chapter 3
Methods

Experimental Data Collection
The experimental data was extracted from images provided by the Cullen Laboratory at the
Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. The original data provided, and the data
used for initial analysis, was four sets of images of the micro-TENN growth. The experimental data was
collected using phase-contrast on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-S microscope with digital image acquisition at 10
and 20 times zoom [5]. Each set was made up of three images of bidirectional micro-TENNs, one from
the first day of growth, one from the third day of growth, and one from the fifth day of growth. The
images were taken at the same depth (z-value) each day to show the axonal development in that plane.
One set of those images can be found in Appendix B. Qualitatively, on the first day, the cells did not
extend far beyond the initial seed populations. On the third day, axonal bundles extend out of the seed
populations towards the center of the micro-TENN, and the bundles are not densely populated. There are
not many substantial branches off of the main bundles. Figure 4 is an example of growth from the third
day. By the fifth day, the axonal bundles have exceeded the center and overlapped with the bundles from
the opposing side. The axon bundles have more branches by the fifth day.

Figure 4. Sample image of Micro-TENN on Day 3 of the growth

To understand the major data regions to analyze the axonal growth that occurred in each of the
images, a MATLAB script, which can be found in Appendix C, was run to identify regions of interest
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using the minimum eigenvalue algorithm. The regions searched using this script were confined to the area
between but not including the seed cells on either side. Figure 5 shows the points that were identified as
features on the image from the third day of growth. Not all of the points identified were analyzed as
axons. Comparing Figure 4 and Figure 5, it is noticeable that many of the points of interest are
disconnected. For example, the points labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 5 are clearly not connected to the seed
cells in anyway, yet points 3, 4, 5, and 6 are all along the same axonal bundle. Many of the points towards
the center of the micro-TENN either are not axonal bundles because they are not connected to the seed
cells or are axonal bundles that are not fully visible from the given depth (z-value). In either case, these
data points will not be assessed as they do not represent a full axon.

Figure 5. Points of Interest on sample image of Micro-TENN on Day 3

In order to graphically recreate the images, data points were taken in ImageJ along the top and
bottom of the main axonal bundles. The point clouds were exported into MATLAB where the data was
linearly discretized in intervals and scaled to the appropriate length. From these discrete intervals, the
mean fiber was found for each bundle. The mean fiber is defined here as the fiber that runs through the
center of the bundle. The MATLAB script that was used can be found in Appendix D. All of the
characterization of the experimental data comes from the coordinates for the outer perimeter of the fiber
and the coordinates for the mean fiber produces by the MATLAB script. A compilation of the main fibers
on one of the images from the third day can be found in Figure 6. All of the fibers represented are the
mean of the axon bundle they represent. While currently functioning in two dimensions, this algorithm is
built to handle three dimensional experimental data. One way this data could be retrieved is by taking
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images at multiple z-values on the same day; however, this is outside the current scope of this thesis and
will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

Figure 6. Recreation of the axonal bundles on sample image from Day 3 in MATLAB

Computational Model Data Collection
A computational model of the micro-TENN growth was developed at Penn State using a
combination of Python and MATLAB. The growth was modeled in three dimensions with a cylindrical
boundary condition. The model data shown in Figure 7 is of unidirectional growth over 11.95 days and
was processed in 0.15 day increments. It is an earlier version of the model that does not have all of the
branching characteristics as the version assessed in the data, but it is a good example of the complexity
and density of the cells being analyzed.

Figure 7. Computational data of unidirectional Micro-TENN growth [11]

The current model expresses the cell locations in terms of cylindrical coordinates (rho, theta, z)
where the experimental data is in Cartesian coordinates. In order to compare the two set of data, the
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model data was converted to Cartesian coordinates. The model has cell growth in the z-direction while the
experimental data has the cell growth in the x-direction. Additionally, the model expresses branching
simply as a new fiber bundle starting from the point where branching occurred, whereas the experimental
data expresses branches as an individual fiber bundle beginning at the seed cells. The data could be
converted to either format and compared. However, for consistency, all of the data was converted to
match the format of the experiment data. One thing to note is that the model data is available in three
dimensions, while the experimental data has only been available in two dimensions during this thesis.
Figure 8 shows maps of the converted model data.

Figure 8. MATLAB representation of Day 3 and Day 5 model growth
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Structural Metrics for Individual Fibers
To validate the data, metrics had to be established as a basis for comparison. The metrics that
were used to characterize the individual axonal bundles in the micro-TENNs are length, curvature,
orientation, diameter, and branching over unit length. A MATLAB script that compiles these metrics for
individual axonal bundles based in their point clouds established above can be found in Appendix A. The
length is defined as the arc length of the bundle fiber from the edge of the seed cells to the furthest point it
extends. The Pythagorean theorem used to find the length in three dimensional space:
𝑙 = ∑ √Δ𝑥 2 + Δ𝑦 2 + Δ𝑧 2
where l is the length, Δx is the difference in x values between successive coordinates, Δy is the difference
in y values between successive coordinates, and Δz is the difference in z values between successive
coordinates.
As is often used in modeling brain fiber orientation [12], the Frénet frame was used to derive
geometric characteristics. Beginning with extracting the unit tangent vectors at each reference point:
𝑑𝒓(𝑠)
𝑑𝑠
𝑻(𝑠) =
𝑑𝒓(𝑠)
‖ 𝑑𝑠 ‖
where T(s) is the unit tangent vector, s is the arc length, and r(s) is the fiber tract parameterized by the arc
length. To find the orientation in Cartesian coordinates:
𝑇(𝜃, 𝜙) = (sin(𝜃) ∗ cos(𝜙))x + (sin(𝜃) ∗ sin(𝜙))y + cos(𝜃)z
where T(𝜃, 𝜙) is unit tangent vector parameterized by the angle of elevation 𝜃 and by the azimuth angle 𝜙
at a given (x,y,z) location.
The local curvature of the axon bundles was calculated as:
𝑘(𝑠) =

‖𝑑𝑇(𝑠)‖
𝑑𝑠
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where k(s) is the curvature and T(s) is the unit tangent vector at the center of each segment parameterized
by the arc length, s [13].
The diameter at a given x-value, assuming the cells are growing in the x-direction, is given as:
𝐷(𝑥) = 𝑦𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) − 𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑥)
where D(x) is the diameter, 𝑦𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) is the coordinate collected at the upper boundary of the fiber, and
𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) is the coordinate collected at the lower boundary of the fiber. This diameter calculated is the
diameter for the entire bundle of axons, not for a single axon. From the image currently available, the
number of axons in each bundle could not be determined due to the small width of the axons and the low
quality in which the images are shoot; however, the average diameter of an unmyelinated cortical axons,
which these axons are, is 0.08 to 0.4 μm [14], so if necessary, rough ranges of estimates can be made
from the diameter measurements.
The metric for branching on an individual fiber was parameterized by the number of branches per
unit length of the fiber:
𝐵=

𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠
𝑠

Where B is the branching metric and s is arc length. To be considered a branch, the segment had to be a
minimum of 1% of the total arc length of the fiber.

Structural Metrics across Whole Micro-TENN
In order to better understand the micro-TENN structure on a whole, the branching frequency and
density was examined across multiple regions of the developing axon bundles. To quantify branching,
the micro-TENN was broken up into distinct sections and the number of instances of branching that
occurred in that region was tabulated. It is critical to understand the frequency of branching over different
areas of cells in evaluating the model’s capability in predicting how interactions between axons affect the
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growth and branching. To calculate the density of the region, in other words how much of the space was
taken up by the fibrous axon bundles, the coordinates at the top and the bottom of the axon bundle are
used to find the area that the axon takes up in the hydrogel. The sum of all of the areas of the axons that
are in that region is calculated by:
𝜌=

∑[∑𝑥=𝑙
0 (𝑦𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) − 𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑥))]
𝐴

where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑦𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) is the coordinate collected at the upper boundary of the fiber, and
𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑥) is the coordinate collected at the lower boundary of the fiber, l is the length of the region the
density is taken at A is the area the micro-TENNs pass through.
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Chapter 4
Validation Results
The geometric characteristics chosen to validate the computational model where calculated and
analyzed using a MATLAB script. A summary of the metrics for the individual axon bundle geometries
are shown in Table 1. The diameter metric is not displayed because the current model consists only of
points. However, if future models have this parameter included, the script will be able to tabulate it as
well.
Table 1. Comparison of Geometric Metrics for Individual Axon Bundles

Day 1
Experimental
0.576
1.930
100.00%

Day 1
Modeled
25.994
5.447
100.00%

Day 2
Experimental
50.325
31.349
4316.65%

Day 2
Modeled
122.640
12.799
185.90%

Day 3
Experimental
127.523
100.055
76.70%

Day 3
Modeled
212.736
32.612
36.73%

Orientation
Standard Deviation
Change per Day

-0.032
0.251

0.340
0.022

-0.015
0.230
-26.35%

0.328
0.032
-1.74%

0.040
0.193
-181.36%

0.326
0.049
-0.39%

Curvature
Standard Deviation
Change per Day

0.000
0.000

0.017
0.018

0.006
0.004
3538.39%

0.019
0.029
5.34%

0.002
0.002
-29.94%

0.012
0.015
-16.60%

Branching
Standard Deviation
Change per Day

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.004
0.007
100.00%

0.005
0.004
100.00%

0.001
0.002
-33.75%

0.008
0.004
28.35%

Length
Standard Deviation
Change per Day

Discussion
From the results gathered, the model is not accurately predicting the geometry of the microTENN as it grows. The difference in lengths between the two data sets and from day to day is
significantly different. It could be assumed that this is due to errors in scaling. However, the percentage
that the length changes per day should account for this difference, but there is a large difference in that
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quantity as well. The discrepancy in length may be due to the reference data that was being used in the
model prediction. If the growth rates used were a measure of just the growth in the x-direction rather than
the length of the fibers themselves, the model will not accurately predict the geometry of the fibers
between the seed cells and the maximum x- value. This same issue would cause for the discrepancy in the
orientation and curvature as well. Yet, in the curvature calculations, it appears that the model is overpredicting the curvature of the axonal bundles. The combination of these two factors would suggest that
the model is under-predicting the growth in the x-direction.
The model was able to predict the branching of the fibers per unit length. Of course, due to the
limited two dimensional view of the experimental data, some of the branching in the z-direction may be
missing from the experimental data. The distribution shows that the model clusters branching all around
the same time steps which is creating a uniform location for branching among the fibers, which is not the
case for the experimental data. At this point, this model should not be used to model the micro-TENN
growth.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
While this validation process is useful in beginning to understand the micro-TENN structure, the
computational model’s morphology, and the usability of the model, there are still many improvements
that can be made. Additionally, with a constantly evolving model based on the validation outcomes and
increasingly more accurate experimental data, this process requires flexibility. The process described in
this paper should be flexible enough to conform to updates to this model. The remainder of this chapter
will describe possible changes to be made to accommodate three dimensional images, what improvements
can be made to the validation process, and concluding remarks.

Modifications for Three Dimensional Images
The limitations of the two-dimensional images will not always be a factor in the validation
process for this computational model, thus a few adjustments will need to be made to the validation
process to account for the addition of the third dimension of data. Most of the MATLAB code provided in
this report has the capability to run in a three dimensional space; however, the acquisition of the
coordinate points along the upper and lower edges will have to be modified. The most likely way a third
dimension will be added to the model is by acquiring a stack of images from the same time frame but at
different depths. As described in Chapter 3, the coordinates for the experimental data acquired to create
the upper and lower bounds in MATLAB were gathered using ImageJ. This software can still be used, yet
the user will now have to take four sets of data, one along the maximum and minimum extremes in both
the y- and z-directions. This data can be directly input to the MATLAB script found in Appendix D with
the maximum y- and z- coordinates in the “raw data top” matrix and the minimum y- and z- coordinates
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in the “raw data bottom” matrix. Furthermore, the calculation for the density will also have to be altered
to include the depth of the cross-sectional area in which the calculation is taken.

Improvements to the Validation Process
Of course, this validation process can always be improved. Ideally, the coordinates from the
experimental data images could be read with MATLAB’s image processing features. This could save a
significant amount of time and effort and also produce more consistent results. At the moment, it is not
possible to use these features because the contrast between the axonal bundles and hydrogel is not great
enough. This problem could be solved with the use of high quality cameras. Validation could also be
improved with the use of florescent coloring in the images. This could allow the viewer to differentiate
between overlapping axons approaching from opposite sides of the micro-TENN.
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Chapter 6
Appendices

Appendix A
MATLAB Script to Define Metrics for Micro-TENNS
%% Length
n = size(mean_data,1);
i = 1;
characterization = zeros(n-1,2);
for i = 1:n-1;
b = mean_data(i,1);
c = mean_data(i+1,1);
d = mean_data(i,2);
e = mean_data(i+1,2);
f = mean_data(i,3);
g = mean_data(i+1,3);
l = sqrt(((c-b)^2)+((e-d)^2)+((g-f)^2));
characterization(i,1) = i;
characterization(i,2) = l;
end
Length= sum(characterization);
Total_length = Length(1,2)
%% Orientation
%Unit tangent vectors and local orientation
n = size(mean_data,1);
i = 1;
for i = 1:n-1;
b = mean_data(i,2);
c = mean_data(i+1,2);
d = mean_data(i,3);
e = mean_data(i+1,3);
f = mean_data(i,1);
g = mean_data(i+1,1);
l = sqrt(((c-b)^2)+((e-d)^2)+((g-f)^2));
characterization(i,3) = (c-b)/(l);
characterization(i,4) = (e-d)/(l);
characterization(i,5) = (g-f)/(l);
theta = atan((c-b)/(e-d));
phi = asin ((g-f)/(l));
T_angle_x = sin(theta)*cos(phi);
characterization(i,6) = T_angle_x;
T_angle_y = sin(theta)*sin(phi);
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characterization(i,7) = T_angle_y;
T_angle_z = cos(theta);
characterization(i,8) = T_angle_z;
k=1;
s2 = size(characterization);
s3 = s2(1,1);
while k<=s3;
if isnan(characterization(k,6));
characterization(k,:) = [];
s2 = size(characterization);
s3 = s2(1,1);
end
k = k+1;
end;
end
Average_angle_x= mean(characterization(:,6))
Average_angle_y= mean(characterization(:,7))
Average_angle_z= mean(characterization(:,8))
Total_angle = (Average_angle_x + Average_angle_y + Average_angle_z)/3
%% Curvature
%failure of curvature to be a straight line
m1 = size (mean_data);
m = m1(1,1)-2;
n=1;
while n <=m
x_c = mean_data(n+1,1);
x_values = [mean_data(n,1), mean_data(n+2,1)];
y_values = [mean_data(n,2), mean_data(n+2,2)];
c = [[1;1] x_values(:)]\y_values(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
y_c = (slope*x_c)+intercept;
x_values = [mean_data(n,1), mean_data(n+2,1)];
z_values = [mean_data(n,3), mean_data(n+2,3)];
c = [[1;1] x_values(:)]\z_values(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
z_c = (slope*x_c)+intercept;
y_diff = y_c-mean_data(n+1,2);
z_diff = z_c-mean_data(n+1,3);
len = sqrt((mean_data(n,1)-mean_data(n+2,1))^2+(mean_data(n,2)mean_data(n+2,2))^2+(mean_data(n,3)-mean_data(n+2,3))^2);
curve = sqrt((y_diff^2)+(z_diff^2));
characterization(n,9) = curve/len;
n=n+1;
end
n=1
s2 = size(characterization);
s3 = s2(1,1);
summ = zeros;
%%
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while n<=s3;
if isnan(characterization(n,9));
characterization(n,:) = [];
s2 = size(characterization);
s3 = s2(1,1);
end
n = n+1;
end;
n=1;
s2 = size(characterization);
s3 = s2(1,1);
%%
while n<=s3;
summ = (characterization(n,9))+summ;
n=n+1;
end
Average_curve = summ/s3;
A = [Total_length,Average_angle_x,
Average_angle_y,Average_angle_z,Total_angle, Average_curve]
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Appendix B
Micro-TENN Images from Days 1, 3, and 5

Figure 9. Sample image of Micro-TENN on Day 1 of the growth

Figure 10. Sample image of Micro-TENN on Day 3 of the growth

Figure 11. Sample image of Micro-TENN on Day 5 of the growth
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Appendix C
MATLAB Script to Identify Regions of Interest
%%
clc;
clear;
close;
%%
file_name = 'A2_D3_20x.png';
top = 75;
%%
[I, map]=imread(file_name,'png');
feat=detectMinEigenFeatures(I,'ROI',[86,13,294,52],'MinQuality',.01);
figure
imshow(I,map)
hold on
plot(feat.selectStrongest(top));
%%
[I, map]=imread(file_name,'png');
feat=detectMinEigenFeatures(I,'ROI',[86,13,100,52],'MinQuality',.01);
figure
imshow(I,map)
hold on
plot(feat.selectStrongest(top));
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Appendix D
MATLAB Script to Discretize Axon Bundles and Find Mean Fiber
F_top_raw =A_top;
F_bottom_raw = A_bottom;
interval = .1;
%%
x_top = F_top_raw(:,1);
y_top = F_top_raw(:,2);
z_top = F_top_raw(:,3);
s_top = size(x_top)-1;
F_top_raw(s_top(1)+1,1) = F_top_raw(s_top(1),1);
F_top_raw(s_top(1)+1,2) = F_top_raw(s_top(1),2);
F_top_raw(s_top(1)+1,3) = F_top_raw(s_top(1),3);
per_int = 1/interval;
n=1;
p=1;

%% for y
while n <= (s_top(1));
%round to the nearest upper integer
x_top_new = round(x_top(n));
if x_top(n) <= x_top(n+1);
if x_top(n) >= x_top_new;
x_top_new=x_top_new+1;
end
end
%reduce to smallest possible interval value in greater than or
%equal to x(n)
if x_top(n) <= x_top(n+1);
x_top_new = x_top_new - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_top_new < x_top(n);
x_top_new = x_top_new+interval;
end
%find the number of intervals in between the two points
m = (x_top(n+1)-x_top_new)/interval;
m = floor(m);
%if the x values are the same
if m == 0;
y_top_new = (y_top(n)+y_top(n+1))/2;
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if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_new ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >=0;
x_top_int = [x_top(n), x_top(n+1)];
y_top_int = [y_top(n), y_top(n+1)];
c = [[1;1] x_top_int(:)]\y_top_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
y_top_new = (slope*x_top_new)+intercept;
if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_new ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
x_top_new = x_top_new+interval;
m = m-1;
end
end
end
if x_top(n) > x_top(n+1);
x_top_sub = round(x_top(n+1));
if x_top(n+1) >= x_top_sub;
x_top_sub=x_top_sub+1;
end
x_top_sub = x_top_sub - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_top_sub < x_top(n+1);
x_top_sub = x_top_sub+interval;
end
m = (x_top(n)-x_top_sub)/interval;
m = floor(m);
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t= m;
p = p+m;
if m == 0;
y_top_new = (y_top(n)+y_top(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
end
if p > 1
;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_sub ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >= 0;
x_top_int = [x_top(n+1), x_top(n)];
y_top_int = [y_top(n+1), y_top(n)];
c = [[1;1] x_top_int(:)]\y_top_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
y_top_new = (slope*x_top_sub)+intercept;
if p == 1 ;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
end
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 2) = y_top_new;
x_top_sub = x_top_sub+interval;
m = m-1;
p = p-1;
end;
p = p+t+2;
end
end
n=n+1;
end

%% for z
n=1;
p=1;
while n <= (s_top(1));
%round to the nearest upper integer
x_top_new = round(x_top(n));
if x_top(n) <= x_top(n+1);
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if x_top(n) >= x_top_new;
x_top_new=x_top_new+1;
end
end
%reduce to smallest possible interval value in greater than or
%equal to x(n)
if x_top(n) <= x_top(n+1);
x_top_new = x_top_new - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_top_new < x_top(n);
x_top_new = x_top_new+interval;
end
%find the number of intervals in between the two points
m = (x_top(n+1)-x_top_new)/interval;
m = floor(m);
%if the x values are the same
if m == 0;
z_top_new = (z_top(n)+z_top(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_new ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >=0;
x_top_int = [x_top(n), x_top(n+1)];
z_top_int = [z_top(n), z_top(n+1)];
c = [[1;1] x_top_int(:)]\z_top_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
z_top_new = (slope*x_top_new)+intercept;
if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
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previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_new ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_new;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
x_top_new = x_top_new+interval;
m = m-1;
end
end
end
if x_top(n) > x_top(n+1);
x_top_sub = round(x_top(n+1));
if x_top(n+1) >= x_top_sub;
x_top_sub=x_top_sub+1;
end
x_top_sub = x_top_sub - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_top_sub < x_top(n+1);
x_top_sub = x_top_sub+interval;
end
m = (x_top(n)-x_top_sub)/interval;
m = floor(m);
t = m;
p = p+m;
if m == 0;
z_top_new = (z_top(n)+z_top(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
end
if p > 1
;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_top_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_top_sub ~= q;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >= 0;
x_top_int = [x_top(n+1), x_top(n)];
z_top_int = [z_top(n+1), z_top(n)];
c = [[1;1] x_top_int(:)]\z_top_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
z_top_new = (slope*x_top_sub)+intercept;
if p == 1 ;
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
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end
inter_top_data(p, 1) = x_top_sub;
inter_top_data(p, 3) = z_top_new;
x_top_sub = x_top_sub+interval;
m = m-1;
p = p-1;
end
p = p+t+2;
end
end
n=n+1;
end

%% for bottom calculations
x_bottom = F_bottom_raw(:,1);
y_bottom = F_bottom_raw(:,2);
z_bottom = F_bottom_raw(:,3);
s_bottom = size(x_bottom)-1;
F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1)+1,1) = F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1),1);
F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1)+1,2) = F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1),2);
F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1)+1,3) = F_bottom_raw(s_bottom(1),3);
n=1;
p=1;
inter_bottom_data = zeros;
%% for y bottom
while n <= (s_bottom(1));
%round to the nearest upper integer
x_bottom_new = round(x_bottom(n));
if x_bottom(n) <= x_bottom(n+1);
if x_bottom(n) >= x_bottom_new;
x_bottom_new=x_bottom_new+1;
end
end
%reduce to smallest possible interval value in greater than or
%equal to x(n)
if x_bottom(n) <= x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_bottom_new < x_bottom(n);
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new+interval;
end
%find the number of intervals in between the two points
m = (x_bottom(n+1)-x_bottom_new)/interval;
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m = floor(m);
%if the x values are the same
if m == 0;
y_bottom_new = (y_bottom(n)+y_bottom(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_new ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >=0;
x_bottom_int = [x_bottom(n), x_bottom(n+1)];
y_bottom_int = [y_bottom(n), y_bottom(n+1)];
c = [[1;1] x_bottom_int(:)]\y_bottom_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
y_bottom_new = (slope*x_bottom_new)+intercept;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_new ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new+interval;
m = m-1;
end
end
end
if x_bottom(n) > x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_sub = round(x_bottom(n+1));
if x_bottom(n+1) >= x_bottom_sub;
x_bottom_sub=x_bottom_sub+1;
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end
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_bottom_sub < x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub+interval;
end
m = (x_bottom(n)-x_bottom_sub)/interval;
m = floor(m);
t= m;
p = p+m;
if m == 0;
y_bottom_new = (y_bottom(n)+y_bottom(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
end
if p > 1
;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_sub ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >= 0;
x_bottom_int = [x_bottom(n+1), x_bottom(n)];
y_bottom_int = [y_bottom(n+1), y_bottom(n)];
c = [[1;1] x_bottom_int(:)]\y_bottom_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
y_bottom_new = (slope*x_bottom_sub)+intercept;
if p == 1 ;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
end
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 2) = y_bottom_new;
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub+interval;
m = m-1;
p = p-1;
end;
p = p+t+2;
end
end
n=n+1;
end
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%% for z for bottom
n=1;
p=1;
while n <= (s_bottom(1));
%round to the nearest upper integer
x_bottom_new = round(x_bottom(n));
if x_bottom(n) <= x_bottom(n+1);
if x_bottom(n) >= x_bottom_new;
x_bottom_new=x_bottom_new+1;
end
end
%reduce to smallest possible interval value in greater than or
%equal to x(n)
if x_bottom(n) <= x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_bottom_new < x_bottom(n);
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new+interval;
end
%find the number of intervals in between the two points
m = (x_bottom(n+1)-x_bottom_new)/interval;
m = floor(m);
%if the x values are the same
if m == 0;
z_bottom_new = (z_bottom(n)+z_bottom(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_new ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >=0;
x_bottom_int = [x_bottom(n), x_bottom(n+1)];
z_bottom_int = [z_bottom(n), z_bottom(n+1)];
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c = [[1;1] x_bottom_int(:)]\z_bottom_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
z_bottom_new = (slope*x_bottom_new)+intercept;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
if p > 1 ;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_new ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_new;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
p = p+1;
end
end
x_bottom_new = x_bottom_new+interval;
m = m-1;
end
end
end
if x_bottom(n) > x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_sub = round(x_bottom(n+1));
if x_bottom(n+1) >= x_bottom_sub;
x_bottom_sub=x_bottom_sub+1;
end
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub - interval*(per_int-1);
while x_bottom_sub < x_bottom(n+1);
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub+interval;
end
m = (x_bottom(n)-x_bottom_sub)/interval;
m = floor(m);
t = m;
p = p+m;
if m == 0;
z_bottom_new = (z_bottom(n)+z_bottom(n+1))/2;
if p == 1;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
end
if p > 1
;
previous_p = p-1;
q = inter_bottom_data(previous_p, 1);
if x_bottom_sub ~= q;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
end
end
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%find the linear equation between the two points
else
while m >= 0;
x_bottom_int = [x_bottom(n+1), x_bottom(n)];
z_bottom_int = [z_bottom(n+1), z_bottom(n)];
c = [[1;1] x_bottom_int(:)]\z_bottom_int(:);
slope = c(2);
intercept = c(1);
z_bottom_new = (slope*x_bottom_sub)+intercept;
if p == 1 ;
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
end
inter_bottom_data(p, 1) = x_bottom_sub;
inter_bottom_data(p, 3) = z_bottom_new;
x_bottom_sub = x_bottom_sub+interval;
m = m-1;
p = p-1;
end
p = p+t+2;
end
end
n=n+1;
end
%% Data Cleaning
part1 = size(inter_top_data);
part2 = size(inter_bottom_data);
nc=1;
while nc <= (part1(1,1)-1);
if inter_top_data(nc,1)<100
fc = round(inter_top_data(nc,1), 3, 'significant');
else
fc = round(inter_top_data(nc,1), 4, 'significant');
end
if inter_top_data(nc,1)<100
gc = round(inter_top_data(nc+1,1), 3, 'significant');
else
gc = round(inter_top_data(nc+1,1), 4, 'significant');
end
inter_top_data(nc,1) = fc;
if fc == gc;
inter_top_data(nc+1,:)= [];
end
part1 = size(inter_top_data);
nc=nc+1;
end
nd=1;
while nd <= (part2(1,1)-1);
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if inter_bottom_data(nd,1)<100
fd = round(inter_bottom_data(nd,1), 3, 'significant');
else
fd = round(inter_bottom_data(nd,1), 4, 'significant');
end
if inter_bottom_data(nd,1)<100
gd = round(inter_bottom_data(nd+1,1), 3, 'significant');
else
gd = round(inter_bottom_data(nd+1,1), 4, 'significant');
end
inter_bottom_data(nd,1) = fd;
if fd == gd;
inter_bottom_data(nd+1,:)= [];
end
part2 = size(inter_bottom_data);
nd=nd+1;
end
part1 = size(inter_top_data);
part2 = size(inter_bottom_data);
%%
x_inter_top = inter_top_data(:,1);
y_inter_top = inter_top_data(:,2);
z_inter_top = inter_top_data(:,3);
x_inter_bottom = inter_bottom_data(:,1);
y_inter_bottom = inter_bottom_data(:,2);
z_inter_bottom = inter_bottom_data(:,3);
%%
if x_inter_top(1) > x_inter_bottom(1);
n=1;
s1= size(x_inter_bottom)
s2 = s1(1,1)
if n<= s2 && x_inter_bottom(n) > x_inter_top(1);
n=n+1
end
m=1;
while m<n;
inter_bottm_data(1,:)= [];
m=m+1;
end
end
%%
if x_inter_top(1) < x_inter_bottom(1);
n=1;
s1= size(x_inter_top)
s2 = s1(1,1)
if n<= s2 && x_inter_bottom(1) > x_inter_top(n);
n=n+1
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end
m=1;
while m<n;
inter_top_data(1,:)= [];
m=m+1;
end
end
%%
if inter_top_data(1,1) == inter_bottom_data(1,1);
n=1;
end
%%
part1 = size(inter_top_data);
part2 = size(inter_bottom_data);
m=part1(1,1);
if part1(1,1)>part2(1,1);
m=part2(1,1);
end
while n<=m
mean_data(n,1) = inter_top_data(n,1);
mean_data(n,2) = (inter_top_data(n,2) + inter_bottom_data(n,2))/2;
mean_data(n,3) = (inter_top_data(n,3) + inter_bottom_data(n,3))/2;
n = n+1;
end
n = size(mean_data,1);
while n > 0;
if mean_data(n,1) == 0;
mean_data(n,:) = [];
end
n = n-1;
end
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